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Events

It’s showing its age …

Race conditions with &synchronized.
No good persistence story.
Not much control over data flow.
Complex & inefficient protocol.
Implementation deficiencies.
Two independent implementations.
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Unified Library
New protocol
Publish/subscribe
Limiting type system’s flexibility.
Explicit state operations.
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Data Types
Supports Bro data types for keys & values.

Operations
Increment/decrement.
Set insert/delete.
Vector push/pop.
Automatic expiry.

Persistence
Choice of SQLite or RocksDB.
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Security Model
Peers are assumed to be trustworthy.
Currently no encryption/authentication; SSL later.
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C++ Actor Framework
Concurrency through Erlang-style lightweight actors.
Concise messaging API.
Network-transparency abstracting transport.
Efficient and adaptive.
BSD license.

Trade-Offs
Needs a C++11 compiler.
Introduces a new, non-standard dependency.

http://actor-framework.org
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The Future: A “Stateful Deep Cluster”

Example: Geographically distributed organization.

- **Global Master**: Corp/GLOBAL/
- **Regional Heads**: Corp/US/, Corp/UK/, Corp/FR/, Corp/CN/
- **Local Clusters**: Corp/US/..., Corp/UK/..., Corp/FR/..., Corp/CN/...
The Future: A “Stateful Deep Cluster”

Example: Geographically distributed organization.
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Distributed, real-time publish/subscribe platform, with a data model.
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Credit for Broker goes to Jon Siwek!
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